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(By Science Service)

Washington, August .- :Sore definite knowledge of the engineering and
econo:_ic facts should control the construction and use of highways and vehicles is
needed to assure proper future progress of highway transportation in this country,
declares Prof. T. K. Het, just appointed director of the advisory board onhE4gtvzgy
research of the division of engineering of the National Research Council. This

board will coordinate and suggest needed research that can be carried out by the
leading national organizations that are concerned with the construction, economics,
and maintneance and financing of roads an vehicles.

"The situation is critical", says Prof. Hatt. "The sooner those inter-
es-tea use facts as the basis for their activities, the more assurance we shall have
that the public will not interrupt progress in highway transport because of a gen-
eral feeling of insecurity".

Approxi.:ate figures available now from the industry indicate that the
annual expenditure on the automobiles and trucks that run over the roads is twelve
ties as large as the amount of money spent each year on the roads themselves. For
this reason, Prof. Hatt and his committee believe that the facts that affect the

cost of vehicle operation due to the road surface and the vehicle itself must be
emphasized, and that while in the past :most effort has been spent in road building,
the future must see intensive research effort to make the automobile more efficient
and cause the road to have a longer life by proper maintenance.

"There are 1.0,000,000,000 invested in self-propelled vehicles, and the
turnover is over 0,000,000,00C annually", says Prof. Hatt. "For every tan passen-
ger vehicles there is one freight vehicle, and the problems of speed and safety arevery important. Transportation by self-propelled vehicles is the most expensive ofall commercial forms, and the fieture will see a large increase in the volume of
this type of transportation".

Cooperating in the National Research Council in the broad work of coor-
dinating highway research are the various state highway o:ficials, the American Con-
crete Institute, the national organizations of consulting engineers, civil engineers,
.lechanical engineers, and automotive engineers, the American Society for Eunicipal
Improvements, the A merican Society for Testing I.:aterials, the Association of Amer-

ican State Geologists, the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, the Corps of Engineers of
the U.S. Ar., the Engineering Foundation, the Federal Highway Council, the National
A utomobile Chamber of Commerce, and the National Highway Traffic Association.

The new organization will not engage in research itself, but will act as
a helpful and suggestive clearing house for the facts arrived at as a result of the
large amount of highway research that is in progress and planned by the Bureau of
Public Roads, the U.S. Army, the state highway commissions, the universities and
industrial organizations all ever the country.
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SCIENCE CONCOCTS NElfr
BEVERAGE MOM AlTeRICAN VEED

(By Science Service)

Applying scientific methods of tea manufacture to the curing ofea wild
weed of the South Atlantic States and devising a special system of preparing the
delicious beverage for hu-ean consumption, George F.. Mitchell, tea specialist of the
.S. Department of Agriculture has rendered available a new, stimulating, native and
national drink which is purely American and which, potentially, promises to be the
cheapest beverage used in our dietary. Mr. Mitch611 is not the discoverer of the

new drink -- the primitive Indians and early settlers in the Carolinas, Georgia and
Florida ascertained the stimulating properties of the native cassina plant which is
a most prolific and profusely growing weed, which occurs on even the poorest soilsOf the section ender discussion -- but he has accurately appraised its commercial
possibilities, and after intensive effort he has devised ways and means of curingthe cassina leaves and converting them into a mild and soothing beverage which is as
rich as coffee in caffeine content and is practically free of the obnoxious tanninhich makes tea objectionable to many consumers.

The cassina plants arc very abundant in sections of Texas, Alabama, 17is-
sissippi, Georgia, Florida, the Carolinas and Virginia, attaining a height of from15 to 20 foot. Cassina plants are frequently used for hedge purposes, under whichconditions they often grow 18 to 20 feet wide and several miles long.

All the leaves of the bushes can be used for leaking the new drink. Thisis an outstanding feature which adapts the cassina plant for beverage manufacture,
inasmuch as the cutting and curing of the leaves are simplified and not expensivehand-labor operations as in the case of the tea leaf harvest. About two decades agoUncle Sam acclimated and adapted many varieties of tea to cultural conditions inSouth Carolina, but his representatives were unable to produce the tea satisfactorilyon a commercial scale due to the fact that the choice, tender leaves and buds of thetea plants have to be cut by hand, making the cost of harvest labor excessive.

This impediment to the development of a commercial industry will not
handicap the cassina beverage project because mechanical harvesters can be used to
expedite cutting.

A t present large amounts of wild cassina are available as waste weedson abandoned land which could be profitably harvested and cured for beverage purposes.
nitchell purposes to continue his investigations and to attempt to breed and

cross-breed varieties of the wild cassina which are richest in caffeine so that
Ultimately he can specialize in the production of these superior strains under pains-
taking conditions of proper cultivation and care. He has worked out practical meth-ods of curing and processing the cassina like tea, adapting labor-saving tea machineryto these operations. He makes the drink exactly like coffee by either boiling for3 minutes or percolating for 5 minutes. All tea and beverage experts who have sam-pled the new drink have declared it the equal or superior of tea and coffee in eitherthe hot or the iced form. It is anticipated that the coeIeercia.lization of the cas-sina plant as a beverage base will not conflict with the existent tea and coffeebusiness as thare is also roam on our national menu for another drink -- particularlyone of the made-in-America typo.

LONDON INSTITUTE TELLS BEST
'!OCATION All) HOT TO BE HAPPY

(By Science Service)

An institute of lipplied ps
V
ycheloEy has been established in London underz,cientific auspices to help people realize their two principal aims in life: toueceed in their vocations and to be happy in their social life. "The pillars uponhich success in life is built are mental ability, temperament, personality andcharacter", declares Dr. Morley Dainow, director of the new project. "Mental ability'Elves you knowledge and power. Emotional control makes you fit. Personality compelsattention and interest. But progress cannot become permanent without character, whichis the moral self, the result of your actions. The essentials in character are ideals

d moral courage."



suRVEY PIG TIE SOLAR I;EIGHBOP.HOOD

By Dr. Harlow Shapley,
Mount rilson Observatory.

(Science Service)

The stellar Universe, as We know it, appears to be a very oblate
spheroid or ellipsoid -- a disk-shaped system composed mainly of stars and
nebulae. The solar system is not far from the middle plane of this flattened
organization which we call the galactic system. Looking away from the plane we
see relatively few stars; looking along the plane, through a great depth of star-
popula ted space, we see great numbers of sidereal objects constituting the bandj
of light we call the Milky Tay. The loosely organized star clusters, such as the
Pleiades, the diffuse nebulae such as the great nebula of Orion, the planetary
nebulae; of which the ring in Lyra is a good example, the dark nebulosities --
all these sidereal types appear to be a part of the great galactic system, and
they lie almost exclusively along the plane of the Milky Tay. The globular clus-
ters, though not in the Milky Way, are also affiliated with the galactic system;
the spiral nebulae appear to be distant objects mainly if not entirely outside the
most populous parts of the galactic region.

This conception of the galactic system, as a flattened, watch-shaped
organization of stars and nebulae, with globular cluStors and spiral nebulae as
external objects, is pretty generally agreed upon by students of the subject; but
in the matter of the distances of the various sidereal objects -- the size of the
galactic system -- there are widely divergent opinions. Let us consider briefly
the dimensions of that part of the stellar universe concerning which there is
essential unanimity of opinion.

Possibly the most convenient way of illustrating the scale of the
sidereal universe is in terms of our measuring rods, going from terrestrial units
to those of stellar systems. On the earth's surface we express distances in units
such as inches, feet, or miles. On the moon the mile is still a usable measuring
unit.

Our measuring scale must be greatly increased, however, when we consider
the dimensions of a star -- distances on the surface of our sun, for example. The
large sun-spots cannot be measured conveniently in units appropriate to earthly
distance -- in fact, the whole earth itself is none too large. The unit for
measuring the distances from the sun to its attendant planets is, however, 12,000
times the diameter of the earth; it is the so-called astronomical unit, the average
' distance from earth to sun. This unit, 93,000,000 miles in length, is ample for

the distances of planets and comets. It would probably suffice to measure the
distances of whatever planets and comets there may be in the vicinity of other
stars; but it, in turn, becomes cumbersome in expressing the distances from one
star to another, for some of them are hundreds of millions, even a thousand million,
astronomical units away.

This leads us to abandon the astronomical unit and to introduce the
light-year as a measure for sounding the depth of stellar space. The distance
light travels in a year is something less than six million million miles. The
distance from the earth to the sun is, in these units, eight light-minutes. The
distance to the moon is 1.2 light-seconds. In some phases of our astronomical
pro'elems (studying photographs of stellar spectra) we make direct microscopic
.le'isurea of a ten-thousandth of an inch; and indirectly we measure changes in the
7:ave-1oneth of light a million times smaller than this; in discussing the arrani:c-
1., e't of globular clusters in space, we must measure a hundred thousand light-yee..

:essjng these large and srall measures with reference to the velocity of ligh.
'ee have an illustration of the scale of the astronomer's universe -- his measures
range from the trillionth of a billionth part of one light-second, to more than
a thousand light-centuries. The ratio of the greatest measure to the smallest is
as 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 to 1.

Li,ht plays an all-important role in the study of the universe; we know
the physics and chemistry of stars only thro'cie.:1 their light, and their distance from
US we express by means of the velocity of l:_ The liht-year, moreover, has a



double value in sidereal exploration; it is gechletrical, as we have seen, and it is
historical. It tells us not only how far away an object is, but also haw long agothe light we examine was started on its way. You do not see the sun where it is,but where it was eight minutes ago. You do nob faint stars of the Milky Tay asthey are now, but more probably as they were when the pyramids of Egypt were beingbuilt; and the ancient Egyptians saw them as they were at a time still more remote.We are, therefore, chronologically far behind events when we study conditions ordynamical behavior in remote stellar systems; the motions, light-emissions, andvariations now investigated in the Hercules cluster are not contemporary, but, ifmy value of the distance is correct, they are the phenomena of 36,000 years ago.'The great age of these incoming pulses of radiant energy is, however, no disadvan-tage; in fact, their antiquity has been turned to good purpose in testing the speedof stellar evolution, in indicating the enormous ages of stars, in suggesting thevast extent of the universe in time as well as in space.

T41:D BLUEBERRY LlAY BE
GREAT suiRic.AN CROP

(By Science Service)

The blueberry, tamed and ic:.provad by science, and planted in the "worth-less" peat soil that it likes, has 4 chance to become one of the important cropsof America. Atepreent the fruit on the market is almost without exception wild.

Perhaps the delicate flavor of the blueberry has led you to trace it toits native haunts and, with visions of numerous pies, you have transferred theplants to your own garden, only to see them make a brave but losing struggle andat last die. You have so successfully treated other wild berries in the same wayyou wonder what is the cause of your failure with this variety. In this case, asoften, science has come to your aid, for through a series of experiments Dr.Frederick V. Covi;le of the U.S. Department of Agriculture has demonstrated thatyour garden, with its rich mineral soil, is not the place for blueberries, and ifYOU would grow them you must plant them in an acid or sour soil. Best of all, isthe poorly decayed acid soil known as peat.

Now that the soil requirements have been learned, progress is beingmade in blueberry cultivation. By selecting the largest, handsomest and best flav-ored wild strains, experimenters have greatly increased the yiela and produced afar more palatable fruit, very much larger than the wild fruit on the market. In-stead of the graft, which is usually used but is unsuccessful with the blueberry,cuttings are employed for propagation.

A natural blueberry bog near Elkhart, Indiana was the first commercialblueberry plantation. This was prepared in 1089 by clearing out other plants andgiving the blueberries a ch-nce to grow. The net profits ranged from 010 per acre,in a ;ear when frost almoat destroyed the crop, to J'el47 per acre, in a very favor-able year.

If a number of acres of our so-called worthless peat soil is planted inblueberries, the next few years will sea a marked increase in the production andimprovement in the quality of this fruit.

}ULF CENTUR: PLANTS

(By Science Service)

There are no true century plants in the sense that it takes them a hun-,red :ears to bloom. A number of plants, however, do not bloom until they havef:cr a long term of years. The classic example of such plants is the talipoto: India which lives for fifty years or more and becomes a tall tree before it°looms. After it has sent up its immense flower-stalk the whole plant dies. Our4-3rican "century plants" often fruit at the end of eight or ton years under natural00,2ditions, byt in the house may refuse to bloom at all. ::any of the bamboos actlike the centhry plants and bloom but once after a long period of vegetation. SuchSpecies' are known as monocarpic plants.



(Editors: This This is a batch of short pararaphs that will come to you
in bath number of the Bulletin. They will provide either a daily feature
or a good suppl; of fillers.)

DO YOU KNOT THAT-
Daring vulcanologists frequently descend into the crater of Vesuvius to

take photographs, :leasure temperatures and collect specii:ens of volcanic material.
• • •

Oysters fro::, the eastern coast of the United States have been carried to
Hawaii alive and planted in Pearl Harbor.

• • •

A tortoise belonging to a South African Euseun, which died in 1920, had
been under observation since 1834, when it was already of gigantic size and of un-
known age. A fx:.ale tortoise belonging to the sa:'.0 nuseur.7. has been known since 1643.

It still lays eggs.

• • 4

Rats on the coast of New Guinea fish for crabs by dangling their tails
in the water (unless 70 have boon basely deceived by Captain A. T. Ilonckton, F.R.G.S.
author of "So::.0 Experiences of a New Guinea Resident L:agistrate".)

• • •

DO YOU KNOT THAT-
The best substitute for coffee yet discovered is said to be nade fron

the seeds of Astragalus bouticus. This is known in Europe as Swedish coffee.
• • •

The no "daddy longlegs" is applied in the United States to creatures
closely related to spiders, while in England it is given to the crane flies.

• • •
Waves breaking on the breakwater at Alderney, Channel Islands, have been

known to throw water as high as 200 feet.
4 • •

Thw delusion of the "old-fashioned winter" has prevailed in this country
over since colonial ti:es. I:any writers of the eighteenth century speak confidently
of a narked "change of cliiate" within their personal recollection and dwell espec-
ially on the heavy snows and un1Llited sleighing of their boyhood days.

• • 0

DO YOU KNOTTHAT-
One shot fro:. a 14-inch gun possesses as energy as a volley fro::

60,000 :alskets.

• • •
The dried and pulverized bodies of "blister beetles" produce a blistering

effect on the skin and are used to make blister plasters. The species post often
used for this purpose is the cantharia, or Spanish fly.

• • •
The largest kncrn leteorite was found by Peary in Greenland and brought

by him to New York, where it now is. It weighs 36.4 tons.
• • •

Graha:1 flour derives its na.0 fro Sylvester Graham, a Connecticut
clergyman, who advocated the use of unbolted wheat flour as more conducive to health
than white flour. His contentions have boon fully borne out by recent discoveries
in regard to vitamines. Euch of the so-called Grahaz. flour sold now is, however,
r.erely white flour mixed with a• little bran, or flour so coarsely ground as to be
unpalatable.

• 0 •



DO YOU KNOT TEAT-

One of the star-na 1JS given to Arabian horses in "Bon Hur" is ira. This
name was introduced into astroncny about sixteen centuries after the period of the
story.

• • •
The Glastonbury thrrn, a variety of hawthorn, is remarkable for its early

flowering. In England it often blossors in midwinter.
• • •

No sunlight penetrates to the deepest parts of the ocean. Deep-sea
creatures that have eyes (as nany have not) probably catch their prey by the phosphor-
escent light shed from their bodies and from the bodies of innunerable other denizens
of the deep.

• • •
The standard for button measurement both in England and this country is

a "line", or one-fortieth of an inch. This is not the say7e as the French "ligne,
14 of which are needed to nake an inch, which is used in reasuring ribbons oven in
this country.

• • •

DO YOU KNOW TEAT-
PotroleuE tank cars nado of reinforced concrete are being run regularly

on several French railways. In a test, a car was run against a standard railway
bunper, with the affect of wrecking the latter without daLlaging the concrete tank.

• • •
There have been 28 eruptions of liount Hecla, the fanous Iceland volcano,

since the discovery of the island.
• •

The adoption of tho Gregorian calendar in England in 1752 led to violent
riots, especially at Bristol, where several people ware killed.

• • •
Crawfish do great danage to young cotton plants in certain districts

adjoining the Nississippi. The planters partly offset their losses by feeding
boiled crawfish, nixed with real, to poultry, whose egg-production is said to be

indreasod by this diet.
• • •

DO YOU KNOT THAT-
Whether insects have the sense of hearing is an unsettled question.

• • •
The powerful gust of wind fror. an aeroplane propeller is used by notion

picture producers to create initation snowstor:::.s, sand stor:.s, forest fires, etc.
Under this formidable blast trees bend, leaves quiver and the fury of the storil is
depicted with startling realism.

• • •
The grains of sand found on the seashore average about .01 inch in

diaoter. When the grains are nore than twice this size the sand is regarded as
"coarse".

• • •
Beach-la-mar is a curious jargon which has developed as a means of

co....unication between English-speaking traders and the islanders of the western
Pacific. It derives its niLle fron that of an edible 7arine organisr, the fishing
of which flourished in the South Seas in the riddle cf the last century. Nearly all
the words in this language are English, but they a.ro strung together by the natives
in accordance with the rules of their awn speech.

• • •


